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NatHistCam Newsletter May 2019

Domestic gardens
Our project looking at the wildlife of the City is in its third and final year. We have
completed  our  survey  of  college  gardens  and  plan  to  complete  our  survey  of
domestic gardens this spring and summer. We are still looking for domestic gardens
to  survey  in  several  Cambridge  monads.  For  the  situation  map,  see
http://www.nathistcam.org.uk/garden-survey/gardens-surveyed/.  We  do  not  need
extra  gardens  in  monads  marked  with  blue  circles,  but  if  you  have  a  garden
elsewhere, please let us know via NatHistCam@gmail.com .

Bio-blitzes  in  the Botanic  Gardens  have added to  our  records  including fly-over
Oystercatchers! Drafts of some of the species topics have been prepared and new
names added to our list of contributors, each with their own special expertise. 

Butterfly recording is a priority for the coming year.  Holly Blues have been out
since mid-March and are common in gardens; their erratic flight makes them difficult
to photograph!

Roe Deer in a Chesterton garden – Annette Shelford               Holly Blue – Paul Rule

Selection of Recent Records 
The earliest damselflies appeared April 23rd: two female Large Red Damselflies in
Newnham and then a male on 26th April.  Hairy Dragonfly is also early to emerge
and  a  favourite  prey  for  Hobbys.  More  dragonflies  were  seen  over  the  Easter
weekend including Banded Demoiselle. 

Larger mammals in the city are also reported: the Jesus College Foxes have made
it  on  to  national  media  (https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=443236599757826)
and, remarkably, a Roe Deer was seen in a Chesterton Garden. 
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Nearby, in Chesterton, a  Common Buzzard was disturbed by  Crows in a tree at
the junction of Union Lane with Chesterton High Street. In April, at least 17 different
Buzzards  were  seen  over  the  City;  a  remarkable  number  considering  they  first
returned to breed in the county just 20 years ago in 1999. 

It has been a remarkable spring with periods of fluctuating warm and cold spells and
enough rain to keep things moving.  This has prolonged the emergence of leaves
and spring flowers.  Fish are migrating into small streams to spawn and two large
Chub were seen in the ditch around Jesus college. 

Blackcaps have  been  one  of  the  commonest  songbirds  across  the  City  with
Chiffchaffs not far behind! The warm Easter weather brought mob arrivals of other
warblers including (Common)  Whitethroats and unusually  Lesser Whitethroats.
The “Beast from the East” in spring 2018 stalled the arrival of Whitethroats but this
year they have arrived in numbers. A small copse on Arbury Road had Blackcap,
Whitethroat,  Lesser  Whitethroat  and  Chiffchaff  singing.  Garden  Warblers have
arrived on Coldham’s Common and at the Chalk Pits. 

The City Centre Peregrines have suffered the loss of the male bird, probably injured
in the April gales and now recovering at the Raptor Centre. It’s hoped the female will
succeed in  raising  the chicks  herself  using cached food nearby.  The  Newnham
Heronry  has 12 active nests and the first  Swifts appeared on 1st May but not in
numbers until 8th May.  

         Chub in Jesus Ditch – Duncan McKay                               Peregrine – Cambridge                 
 
A new  Rookery  has appeared: 12 active nests in Walpole Road is probably an
extension to the Cherry Hinton Hall rookery. 

To send records visit our website: nathistcam.org.uk/submit a record

For further information, visit our website www.nathistcam.org.uk. 
If you could lead one of our monthly projects or could start a

new recording scheme, let us know via NatHistCam@gmail.com .  
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